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ABSTRACT: Detection of mutations and single-nucleotide polymorphisms is highly important for diagnostic applications. Loop-mediated isothermal amplification (LAMP) is a powerful technique for the rapid and sensitive detection of nucleic acids. However, LAMP traditionally does not possess the ability to resolve single-nucleotide differences within the target sequence. Because of its speed and isothermal nature, LAMP is ideally suited for point-of-care applications in resource-limited settings. Recently, different approaches have been developed and applied to enable single-nucleotide differentiation within target sequences. This Mini-Review highlights advancements in mutation detection using LAMP. Methods involving primer design and modification to enable sequence differentiation are discussed. In addition, the development of probe-based detection methods for mutation detection are also covered.

INTRODUCTION

Nucleic acids (NAs) play a prominent role as biomarkers for a wide range of diseases. Since its development, polymerase chain reaction (PCR) has been broadly applied for NA diagnostics and has become the gold standard for many applications. PCR leverages the unique Watson–Crick base pairing of NAs to amplify specific sequences through multiple heating and cooling cycles. To further increase PCR specificity, fluorescent probes including TaqMan and molecular beacons are often used to discriminate single nucleotide differences within an amplified sequence. This has allowed for the development of assays capable of discriminating single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) for certain diagnostics such as cancer1 and multidrug resistant tuberculosis (MDR-TB).2

While PCR is considered the gold standard for many diagnostic tests, there remain formidable drawbacks that prevent its use in resource-limited settings and peripheral laboratories. Significant hindrances include the need for sophisticated thermal-cycling equipment and imaging modules for real-time detection. In addition, some PCR methods require extended incubation periods (<1 h) and can suffer inhibition from molecules present in biological matrices.3 These limitations increase the difficulty of developing PCR-based diagnostics that can be performed in nonlaboratory settings.

Isothermal amplification techniques have been developed and applied for NA detection in order to circumvent the aforementioned drawbacks. These techniques include, but are not limited to, recombinase polymerase amplification (RPA),4 rolling circle-amplification (RCA),5 and loop-mediated isothermal amplification (LAMP).6 The isothermal nature of these methods eliminate the need for complex thermal cycling equipment and high temperatures. In addition, several colorimetric detection methods have been developed to allow for easy visualization and identification of positive samples.7,8

LAMP has been the most popular and widely implemented isothermal amplification technique. It relies on 4–6 primers and a DNA polymerase possessing strong strand displacement activity to amplify the target NA sequence. A general amplification schematic is shown in Figure 1A. These characteristics have allowed LAMP to achieve equal or lower detection limits to PCR for certain targets.9 However, due to the length of the primers and the concentration that is often required, LAMP suffers from nonspecific amplification arising from the formation of primer-dimers.10

Traditional detection methods for LAMP include turbidimetry and the use of dyes to identify when amplification has occurred. Popular dyes include metal indicators such as hydroxy naphthol blue (HNB)7 and calcein,11 which change color as the Mg2+ concentration decreases during the progress of the amplification reaction. Other dyes, such as SYBR Green I,12 exhibit increased fluorescence in the presence of double-stranded DNA that is generated during amplification. These traditional methods are unable to differentiate between amplification of the desired sequence and spurious amplification occurring from primer-dimers. Careful primer design and reaction optimization can be used to minimize nonspecific amplification and avoid false positive reactions. However, these strategies are unable to provide sufficient specificity when attempting to achieve single-nucleotide discrimination within the target sequence. Because of its speed and isothermal nature, LAMP is ideally suited for point-of-care applications in resource-limited settings. Recently, different approaches have been developed and applied to enable single-nucleotide differentiation within target sequences. This Mini-Review highlights advancements in mutation detection using LAMP. Methods involving primer design and modification to enable sequence differentiation are discussed. In addition, the development of probe-based detection methods for mutation detection are also covered.
differentiation in sequences. Differentiating these types of sequences is highly desirable as they can be an indicator of disease. Therefore, tools capable of rapidly and accurately identifying these sequences are highly desired.

LAMP provides a platform for the rapid identification of sequences that can be deployed in resource-limited settings. Becherer et al. recently published a comprehensive review which discusses advancements made for sequence-specific detection of LAMP.13 Herein, we discuss recent advances in the development of sequence-specific LAMP detection methods with particular emphasis on the differentiation of mutations/single-nucleotide differences. Several different strategies have been developed and can be broadly categorized into primer- and probe-based approaches. Primer-based methods rely on primer design and modification to achieve differentiation of similar sequences. Probe-based approaches typically involve the modification of LAMP primers with fluorophore/quencher pairs to provide a sequence-specific signal.

**SNP Detection Using Primer-Based Approaches**

**Single Enzyme Methods.** Ding et al. reported a strategy for SNP detection called probe-enhanced loop-mediated isothermal amplification (PE-LAMP).14 This strategy relies on designing LAMP primers to contain the SNP within the region of one of the loop-primers. Differentiation between the wild-type and SNP sequence was achieved because of the difference in amplification speed. When the loop-primer that was a perfect complement to the sequence was present, the LAMP reaction was significantly accelerated compared with when the mismatch was in the reaction. One important parameter that was identified and optimized was the length of the loop-primer. It was found that the shortest (11 nucleotide (nt)) loop-primer tested yielded an amplification time difference of greater than 40 min between the perfect complement and SNP. This was likely due to the decreased melting temperature of the loop-primer and subsequent reduced stability when a mismatch was present. The method was paired with neutral-red dye for colorimetric detection, allowing the SNP to be detected when it comprised only 0.1% of the total NA concentration in the sample.

A similar strategy was developed by Itonaga et al. and involved the incorporation of a peptide-nucleic acid (PNA) and locked nucleic acid (LNA) probe for the detection of KRAS mutations.15 This gene codes for a protein within the RAS/MAPK pathway which is responsible for relaying signals from the exterior of the cell to the nucleus. This assay involved the addition of a PNA sequence that was complementary to the wild-type allele. When the wild-type sequence was present, the PNA was able to bind resulting in a significant slowing of the reaction. In addition, a LNA that was complementary to the mutant sequence was included and this allowed for rapid amplification to occur only when the mutant allele was present. Calcein was used as the dye for detection which enabled the use of a real-time qPCR instrument as well as viewing the reaction containers with the naked eye. The assay was applied for the mutation detection of four distinct cell lines. Amplification was unable to be detected from two wild-type cell lines, while positive reactions were observed for the two mutant cell lines tested. Moreover, several different ratios of mutant: wild type DNA were tested to identify the limit of detection of the method. It was found that the mutant could still be detected down to a 0.1% mutant to wild-type ratio.

An allele-specific LAMP (AS-LAMP) method was developed by Carlos et al. that utilized gold nanoparticles functionalized with single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) for the detection of a SNP responsible for lactose intolerance.16 This method consisted of performing two parallel LAMP reactions, which contained an F3 primer that was either complementary to the wild type or the mutant sequence. The SNP was placed in the 3′ end to prevent amplification from occurring if a mismatched sequence was present. Gold nanoparticles served as the detection platform as their visual appearance changed on the basis of the presence of the amplified target due to aggregation when the target was absent. A blue color indicated a negative reaction, while a pink appearance revealed the presence of the target. The capability of the method to detect the mutation was tested using six biological samples of each genotype. This approach allowed for discrimination based on the presence of

---

**Figure 1.** (A) General schematic describing LAMP. (B) Illustration of mechanism for MB-based specific detection of LAMP. Adapted with permission from ref 29. Copyright 2019 American Chemical Society.
the correct F3 primer as well as the addition of the ssDNA functionalized nanoparticles. The ssDNA sequence was complementary to a portion of the LAMP amplicon facilitating aggregation if the desired sequence was amplified, in addition to enabling differentiation between spurious and specific amplification.

In another study, Malpartida-Cardenas et al. developed an AS-LAMP method for SNP detection.17 Similar to the previous study, this work utilized two separate, parallel reactions to independently identify the mutant and wild-type allele. The strategy involved the incorporation of two extra primers, termed unmodified self-stabilizing primers (USSP), to delay amplification of the mismatched sequence. These primers were designed to possess the SNP at the 5′ end and target the F1 and B1 regions of the LAMP target. In the mutant reaction, USSPs complementary to the wild-type sequence were added, while the reverse was done for the wild-type reaction. These primers competed with the FIP and BIP primers during the loop-formation of the amplification process, thereby delaying amplification when the complementary sequence was present. A general overview of the method is represented in Figure 2.

![Figure 2. Allele-specific LAMP using unmodified, self-stabilizing primers for SNP detection. Adapted with permission from ref 17. Copyright 2018 American Chemical Society.](https://dx.doi.org/10.1021/acsomega.0c06093)

A wide range of parameters were optimized and tested during the study to create universal-primer design guidelines. One interesting result was a comparison of modified and unmodified USSPs. The modified primers contained a blocking group on the 3′ end and prevented extension from occurring. Surprisingly, it was found that the modified primers performed comparably to their unmodified counterparts in some cases and worse in others. This approach was successfully applied for the detection of two SNPs responsible for resistance to artesinin-based combination therapies in malaria treatment and PIK3CA p.H1047R breast cancer mutation.

Several other AS-LAMP assays have been developed following a similar strategy by placing the SNP on the 5′ end of both FIP and BIP primers to delay amplification of the untargeted sequence. Zhang et al. developed an assay for the detection of CYP2C19 polymorphisms from clinical samples.18 Tamura et al. developed and applied an AS-LAMP assay for the detection of N526 K/ftsI mutation of β-lactamase-negative ampicillin-resistant Haemophilus influenzae.19 This strategy was also applied for the detection and differentiation of wild-type and vaccine strains of mink enteritis virus.20 Differentiation and genotyping of ABO blood types was also achieved with an AS-LAMP method.21

An approach was developed by Yongkiettrakul et al. for SNP detection of antifoulant resistant Plasmodium falciparum which employed a lateral-flow dipstick for detection.22 Primer design was performed manually and contained the SNP location on the 5′ end of the FIP and BIP primers. A 5′ modified fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC) primer was used to enable detection on the lateral flow devices. It was unclear which primer was modified with biotin to enable the detection.

**Multiple Enzyme Methods.** In addition to utilizing primer-design to detect SNPs, several studies have developed methods that incorporate additional enzymes in the reaction system. Du et al. developed a strategy for the detection of the most common KRAS mutation (codon 12, G > T).23 The assay involved the RNase H2 enzyme and a modified BIP primer containing an RNA base at the SNP location and a 3′ blocker to prevent extension. The RNase H2 enzyme binds to RNA-DNA duplexes and cleaves the RNA strand, enabling extension of the primer if the perfect complement is present. If the mismatched sequence is present, the amplification reaction is significantly delayed. Initial experiments to demonstrate the specificity of the enzyme for the desired target were performed by incubating a short oligonucleotide probe containing an internal FAM fluorophore, a 5′ quencher, and an RNA base in between the fluorophore–quencher pair. This probe was incubated with either an oligonucleotide that was complementary to the probe or contained the SNP and the RNase H2 enzyme. Fluorescence was measured and observed to increase exponentially when the perfect complement was present while increasing linearly when the mismatch was added. A mutation abundance as low as 0.01% could be detected with this technique. The method was expanded and shown to successfully discriminate between complement and mismatch when any RNA base was used (e.g., rA, rU, rC, rG).

A different approach by Fu et al. incorporated a ligation to initiate the LAMP reaction and differentiate between mismatches.24 The assay consisted of two ligation substrates with each forming a part of the stem-loop dumbbell structure required for LAMP. One substrate was complementary to both the mutant and wild-type sequence and the other substrate contained the SNP on the 3′ end as well as another mismatch 2 bases away to further destabilize binding of noncomplementary sequences. When the mutant sequence was present, hybridization occurred which allowed for the ligation reaction to occur and subsequent generation of the dumbbell structure. The generated dumbbell was then transferred to a separate reaction container where LAMP was performed with additional BIP and FIP primers. A few parameters tested and optimized included the addition of a second mismatch in one of the ligation substrates. Several different conditions were tested which placed the second mismatch in the 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 nucleotides away from the 3′ SNP determining mismatch. It was found that the largest difference in amplification time between the mutant and wild-type sequences was achieved when the second
mismatch was placed 2 bases away. However, a drawback to this method was the need for an independent ligase reaction that required a temperature program (30 heat and cool cycles), which increased the sample-handling steps, total time, and complexity of instrumentation required.

### PROBE-BASED APPROACHES FOR SNP DETECTION

Higgins et al. developed a method which utilized a modified loop-primer probe and endonuclease IV for SNP detection.\(^{25}\) The probe consisted of the following three components: a 5′ quencher, an abasic site, and an internal fluorophore. This approach exploits the enhanced endonuclease activity when a double-stranded abasic site is present. When the mutant sequence was present, the endonuclease cleaved the abasic site and allowed for the fluorophore to be displaced by the polymerase, leading to an increase in observed fluorescence. If the wild-type sequence was present, endonuclease activity was significantly reduced and little to no fluorescence signal could be detected. The approach was successfully applied for the single-plex and multiplex detection of different targets. Multiplexed detection could occur by choosing different fluorophores in the modified loop-primer. This approach improves upon TEC-LAMP which utilizes \(Th\) endonuclease IV as the enzyme, as it was unable to differentiate between SNPs using similar probes.

Another probe-based approach that has been developed involves the use of strand-displacement probes to achieve discrimination between perfectly matched sequences and SNPs.\(^{26}\) These probes were designed to target the single-stranded loop regions between the F1/F2 and B1/B2 regions of the LAMP target. A representative schematic of the approach is shown in Figure 3. Strand-displacement probes of 60 °C, as higher temperatures potentially reduced the stability of the reporter F and Q duplex. The method was shown to successfully detect down to 5% of the mutant allele in the presence of 95% wild-type sequence.

The aforementioned approach was subsequently modified by Du et al. for the detection of the same target using low cost, commercially available lateral-flow immunoaassay strips (pregnancy tests).\(^{27}\) A modified reporter was conjugated with human chorionic gonadotropin (hCG), which could be detected by the pregnancy strips. Two different approaches were employed, as shown in Figure 4. It was found that the large LAMP amplicons were unable to migrate through the lateral-flow device. Therefore, in one approach, a LAMP positive reaction was indicated by a negative test strip as the hCG modified reporter was bound to the amplicon and unable to migrate through the lateral-flow device. Conversely, amplification of the mismatched sequence yielded a positive signal in the test-band, as the reporter was not incorporated into the amplicon. Another approach was developed to yield a positive test strip result in the presence of the target nucleic acid and relied on a three-way junction reporter that contained a sequence complementary to the target bound to a magnetic bead and a hCG modified sequence. In the presence of the complementary sequence, the magnetic bead-labeled primer hybridized with the target and enabled release of the hCG-labeled sequence. Upon magnetic separation, the hCG-labeled sequence could be detected on the lateral-flow device. One disadvantage of strand-displacement probes is the required preannealing step to make the probe. This adds an additional step to the process, which increases assay complexity.

Recently, molecular beacons (MBs) have been demonstrated to impart sequence-specificity to LAMP detection.\(^{28}\)
MBs are dually labeled with a fluorophore-quencher pair that possess a hairpin structure that remains closed until a target sequence is present. Upon hybridization with the target, the probe “opens up” and leads to an increase in fluorescence. In absence of the target, the hairpin structure remains closed resulting in minimal fluorescence. These probes have previously been shown to successfully detect SNPs using qPCR and show great promise in LAMP assays.

Varona et al. demonstrated the successful visual detection of a SNP by the combined use of a MB and HNB, a traditional nonspecific indicator of amplification. The strategy involved the use of a transilluminator for the visual identification of positive reactions. Figure 5 shows a representative image of the results. When a negative reaction occurred, strong red fluorescence could be observed due to the presence of HNB. Strong green fluorescence was observed in the presence of the perfect complement, while the SNP sequence resulted in significantly decreased green fluorescence. Several parameters were optimized in order to achieve the greatest visual differentiation. The reaction temperature was found to be important to consider as it allows for greater destabilization between the MB and the mismatched sequence. HNB concentration was also varied in order to achieve a clear and distinct signal from the negative samples. A 1% mutation abundance could be visually differentiated with this method.

In a subsequent study, an assay was designed for the detection of BRAF V600E with MB-LAMP. Two distinct MBs possessing two fluorophores (FAM and HEX) that were complementary to either the wild-type (FAM) or mutant (HEX) alleles were designed. End point detection was performed with a plate reader, negating the need for real-time fluorescence measurements and allowing for detection of 5% mutation abundance using this assay. In addition, the method could be coupled with polymeric ionic liquid-based solid-phase microextraction for the isolation of DNA from human plasma in clinically relevant concentrations, demonstrating its potential in clinical applications. The biggest challenge associated with MB-LAMP assay implementation is the MB design. Loop-primers must be carefully chosen to maximize the stability of the MB to the target while destabilizing the mismatched sequence. In addition, careful optimization of the stem must be made to achieve optimal results.

Ding et al. developed an interesting strategy with a MB-like probe containing an RNA nucleotide in the SNP location as well as incorporating the use of RNase H2. In this approach, the hairpin structure of the MB was eliminated, and the probe became linearized during the amplification process (61 °C). If the complementary (mutant) sequence was present, the RNase H2 cleaves the RNA nucleotide, allowing for separation of the fluorophore-quencher pair and accelerated amplification. Upon completion of the reaction and cooling to room temperature, high fluorescence could be observed due to cleaving of the MB by the RNase. However, when the mismatch (wild-type) was present and the RNase was unable to hydrolyze the probe, the MB remained intact and formed the hairpin structure upon cooling. A significant decrease in the observed fluorescence can be observed when reactions containing the wild-type sequence were performed. A schematic of the method and visual appearance of the reaction containers is shown in Figure 6.

The developed approach was applied for the detection of a KRAS mutation with successful detection being achieved utilizing real-time fluorescence detection and visually with a transilluminator. Ten copies per reaction could be positively identified, and a mutation abundance as low as 0.01% was successfully detected with both methods. Detection was achieved from pure plasmid DNA as well as genomic DNA from KRAS mutant type cells (LS 174T cell).

Tani et al. previously developed a universal probe called the QProbe for the detection of SNPs following PCR amplification using melt-curve analysis. This method was later applied for SNP detection in LAMP by Ayukawa et al. The QProbe is a short, 3’ fluorophore-labeled LNA oligonucleotide. The complementary sequence of the QProbe is added onto a short sequence that is complementary to the desired target. A key aspect of the target sequence is the need for a guanine base at the 5’ end. When these conditions are satisfied, the target and its complement hybridize, which brings the QProbe sequence in close proximity to the guanine base, leading to a quenching of fluorescence. After amplification, a melt-curve is performed and the derivative of the fluorescence calculated. Mismatches in the target sequence will lead to decreased duplex stability and lower melting temperatures. A significant drawback to this method using LAMP is the need for real-time fluorescence monitoring as well as precise thermal cycling equipment.

A similar strategy employed by Komura et al. also relied on differential annealing curves to differentiate between SNPs. In this approach, two separate probes were designed, and each contained either a fluorophore or quencher of a quencher pair. These probes were designed to bind in close proximity to each other within the amplicon, allowing quenching when both
probes bound their respective targets. The quencher probe was designed to contain the SNP region. Following LAMP, the annealing temperature could be determined by monitoring the fluorescence; as the temperature decreased, the quencher probe was able to bind its complementary target at higher temperatures than the mismatch, resulting in significant difference in the annealing temperature and allowing for the differentiation of SNPs.

### CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

LAMP is a powerful tool for the rapid amplification of NA sequences and holds great promise for use in diagnostic applications. In particular, SNP detection remains a highly relevant and significant field of research. LAMP has incredible potential for use in SNP detection because of its speed and low detection limits. This is particularly the case for point-of-care applications or in resource limited settings where affordable, rapid, and specific methods are highly desired or absolutely required. This Mini-Review highlights various methodologies that have been developed to enable fast and accurate SNP identification. The development of a robust, universal technique for SNP detection could allow for LAMP-based systems to be more widely accepted in the diagnostic industry. In addition, the development of digital LAMP assays capable of SNP differentiation would be beneficial in order to provide highly quantitative information from what is typically a qualitative technique.
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